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Shares of LangPo, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of AvantPo International and pet project of 
AvantPo CEO, Charles Beanstock, rose on news of glowing reports from the US State Department 

. Po Market analysts had expressed 
-term value after rumours of impending State Department 

funding cuts led to share price drops not seen since aging Beat poets and Pop artists started doing 
ads for GAP khakis back in the early 1990s. 

An Ivy League grad-student spokesperson for Beanstock suggested that the surge in government 

North American poetry instruments. The appearance of venerable LangPo brokers at a special 
Chinese state sponsored event  one of them known to be worshipped by a secret cult in Beijing as 
the avant-garde reincarnation of the Middle English Pearl Poet, due to his Late-Capitalist poem 

 seems   

Though the Confucius Institute for Business has long been recognized as a Chinese-state 
otganization responsible for countering overseas charges of human rights abuses by fostering culture-
industry ties with promises of large profits based on cheap labour in China, excited young post-
LangPo writers rushed to the event, hoping to have a bit of the gold dust rub off on them. As the 
second-gen Language factotum Tin Lynne, himself on the brocaded dais with the Pearl Poet, put it: 

  

The support of the Confucius Institute was seen as a big boost for LangPo and for the future of U.S. 
avant-garde and post-avant poetry in general, even though some naysayer commentators predicted it 
would eventually suffer the fate of the 17th century Spanish Baroque hula-hoop. Beanstock, 
however, was 

TM 

  

Beanstock, who recently received a Big Shiny Statue in recognition of his contribution to renewing 
-term they may prove to be. 

well-known technologies 
TM line  MeeningLessTM, OrderLessTM, and AuthorLessTM,  

have all been selling extremely well south of the border where some analysts feel they have 
significantly reduced fears that poetry, if allowed to mean something, might help fuel resistance 

  



-term goals, Beanstock publicly 
reaffirmed his adherence to the Linguistic Theory of Investment Bankers, Bond Traders, and the Bill 

 Humanism  like 
the name of my prestigious Chair that the anarchists and Dada and nutcase Poetry Wars poets keep 
harping on about. So what if Donald T. Regan helped organize death squads in El Salvador and 
Guatemala, along with some terrorist attacks on Nicaragua, for his bosses, Ronald Reagan and Dick 

is MeeningLessTM   

When asked why he proudly continues in his Author blurbs to promote his Distinguished Chair title 
when academic institutions across the country have been bowing to Black Lives Matter demands that 
buildings and programs memorializing racists and mass murderers be renamed, Beanstock replied, 

-Maoist members of the Commune Collective of the Bay Area 
then helped Beanstock off the stage, bearing him in an ornate litter, otherwise known in China as a 
jiao. 

In closely related news, and adding to the recent turmoil in Poetry markets, rumours of CIA 

bution, Herbert Yipes, 
acknowledged that he and his inner core of Anglo-

Robert Creeley and Louis Armstrong and Jacks

piece of the Official Avant-   

TM is More; MeeningLessTM is true freedom. We need 
more images that evaporate all content as soon as it is sensed, signs that trap nothing, that abandon 
the desire for permanence of meaning in their material body, if I may quote myself. My people need 
to be freed from the ad hoc post-neo-mnemonic evil force spread by the US Imperial Death Star  not 
to mention Charles Olson, who was a slave to meaning and meant a lot of stuff that was crazy. I 
mean, like really  

In other PoBiz news, KG&VP Inc. shares continued their long decline toward penny stock status as 
MongPo Limited, itself struggling with accusations its leadership is too white, maintained its 
withering attacks on the use of black bodies in poetic manufacturing processes.  

 


